The 5th edition of London's Calling (a
Salesforce Community Conference) is the
last event that took place at The Brewery
before the lock down and was delivered
completely online.

WHAT IS LONDON'S CALLING?
London’s Calling is a Salesforce Community
Conference, aimed at anyone who works in the
Salesforce ecosystem to allow them to spend the
day learning, networking, and having fun
together.

WHY THE BREWERY?
London’s Calling was entering its 5th year and
had outgrown its previous location. The client
wanted a venue that was based in central
London and one they could continue to grow
with.

CORE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The objective of the conference is to give
Salesforce community members the platform to
share their knowledge of the Salesforce products
and learn how they can get more from it, while
enhancing their career prospects and connections.
London’s Calling was a one-day event. The event
featured multiple streams of talks conducted at the
same time for the audience to select which talk to
watch, with an addition of a Demo Jam for
sponsors to showcase their product and a keynote
speaker at the end of the day, on a worldly topic.

FROM PHYSICAL EVENT TO ONLINE
EVENT:
With more and more speakers pulling out of the event
due to Covid-19, the decision was made to move to a
virtual format :
They contacted all the speakers to ask if they would
record their talks
They asked the same of their sponsors who also
provided content in the shape of adverts, interviews,
presentations and demos.
Their tech team already had the ability to provide a
TV streaming service, one they were going to use on
the day to stream live content out to public viewers,
who couldn’t attend in person.
They used the venue as their TV studio for the day.
They engaged with The Brewery on an ongoing basis
to continuously amend their logistics for the day.

"The Brewery team were understanding and helpful throughout,
with everyone appreciating that we were all trying our best to
work with the situation at hand."
Amanda, organiser

WHAT HAPPENED ON THE DAY?
The attendees had acces to an online platform, they were able
to select the room for their desired talk to watch via the live
stream via Youtube and Vimeo
Full content available to paid attendees with only a subset
available to public viewers
Online meeting rooms (using Zoom)
Network with other attendees using the App called Attendify
The client had a team of four video engineers onsite running
the streams, the live wireless camera and to film those
speakers that attended the venue
They asked some of the suppliers (caricaturists, photobooth,
band) to still be physically at the venue and entertain the
guests
They kept some brandings inside the venue

"A special thank you to our tech team who really went above and beyond and
to our venue; The Brewery and other providers who helped deliver the day to
be a memorable success, considering the ever changing situation we faced.
We look forward to working with you all again next year and hope to provide
an in-person event with an enhanced virtual experience."
London's Calling organisers

"You guys smashed it!"
Gemma Blezard, attendee

"Cheers to the amazing London’s
Calling team!
You have all been incredible and
transformed LC20 into a virtual event
at a moment’s notice. This is true
innovation and leadership during a
tough time. "
Christine Marshall, attendee

THE RESULT
Our dedicated team worked tirelessly to
ensure every meticulous detail was
executed and the requirements of the
Amazon production team were exceeded
at every stage.
The result was a successful first complete
online event that shows how flexible and
forward-thinking The Brewery is!

"Cheers. Seriously impressive. What could you
lot do with half a year to prepare? Even half a
month…What you put together in such a short
time has been nothing short of incredible. "
Sean Dukes, attemdee

CONTACT THE BREWERY TODAY
If you are looking to organise a physical event or
hybrid event and need an exquisite venue
combined with expertise from a dedicated team,
contact the team today.

Tel: 020 7638 8811 / info@thebrewery.co.uk /www.thebrewery.co.uk

